


Intercontinental Metals Exchange  
Gold Bar Trading

There is nothing like Gold. Throughout the centuries man has sought 
after gold for its beauty, durability, and status. Intercontinental Metals 
Exchange brings gold bars from various mining operations and open 
market purchases directly to Exchange Participants. 



Why Gold?

IMX is an Exchange and Supplier of Physical Gold Bars. 

Recent economic turmoil has left many governments, investors, businesses, and 
individuals, considering purchasing gold. Gold is the only secure currency, investment, or 
business asset. 
 
There is no precedent for what is currently happening in the global economies. Our nation 
cannot print enough money or tax enough to pay for our current or future dept. Gold is 
the only safe-haven to protect wealth from the ravages of the global financial storm. The 
current economic instability has been a classic cause of continuing nervousness around the 
world. We can expect foreign currencies along with the US dollar to be face devaluation in 
the future.

The recent global financial crisis has seen governments all over the world print enormous 
amounts of money to use in their stimulus programs. It is no coincidence that as investors 
lost faith in stocks and currencies; they turned to gold in a huge way, resulting in a massive 
surge in the Gold price in 2009, 2010, and 2011, 2020. 
 
There is always a strong demand for gold. Demand remains high and growing for 
government, commercial and personal use - in literally every country in the world. 
Many countries are also considering putting their currency on a gold standard to protect 
from devaluation. Apart from the massive demand for gold for use in decorative jeweler 
designs, there are hundreds of industries that depend on gold. Strong demand and limited 
supply drive the price of gold. Gold supply will become limited soon as the demands 
increase.

IMMEDIATE PURCHASE OF GOLD AND EXCHANGE TRADING IS 
RECOMMENDED THE FUTURE IS GOLD / THE TIME IS NOW



Gold Mining Operations

The equipment requirements between Gold Surface Mining and Below Ground (Rock) 
Mining are vastly different. Gold mining operations are placed into two categories: Surface 
Mining and Hard Rock Mining. 

Equipment necessary to perform each of the two operations varies greatly. Mining 
equipment requirements include but are not limited to: Excavators (Earth Moving 
Equipment), Rock Crushers (Crusher size depends on location), Gold Washing Plant 
(Initial Washing Stage), Gold Washing Table (Final Washing Stage), and Gold Smelting 
Machine.

Surface mining begins with two excavators at each surface mining site. One is used to 
remove trees, shrubs and any underbrush that may be interfering with the “Topsoil” 
removal. Topsoil consists of approximately 10 to 15 meters of surface dirt. The same 
excavator is then used to remove the Topsoil itself exposing the “Gravel” from which the 
gold concentration is located and extracted. The second excavator is used to extract the 
exposed Gravel and to load the Gravel into the initial Gold Washing Plant. 

As one excavator extracts the exposed Gravel containing the gold from the pit and loads 
the Gravel into the initial Washing Plant while the other excavator is continuing to prepare 
additional locations from which Gravel containing gold concentration will be exposed. 
Hard Rock mining requires blasting of interior walls of below surface mines and the 
transportation of loose rocks to the surface. 

After reaching above ground, the rocks are then crushed into sand. The sand is the washed 
to remove gold partials and nuggets. Hard Rock Mining consist of blasting the interior 
walls of below surface mining tunnels, delivering the blasted rocks containing gold to the 
surface, placed into a trommel to separate the gold from the rock.



New African Mine

Prior to excavation, road access to the property 
is often required, excavators and gold washing 
plants are on the property, and outbuilding/
shelters built. Crews are then assembled and 
trained for preparation of the pits and pumping 
operations.



IMX Gold Exchange Program

IMX Participation is the generation of on-going profits by the 
Exchange in the Trading of Participant’s purchased Gold Bars from 
the Exchange.

Earn up to 14% annually on your holdings within the IMX Exchange 
Program. As a participant you own your physical gold bars and gain 
quarterly compounding returns. Our unique program makes owning 
gold even more profitable. 

Intercontinental Metals Exchange has a history of physical gold bar exchange operations 
dating back to January 2009. The physical gold bar exchange was created out of necessity 
after the global economic crash in 2008. The IMX Gold Exchange is designed for 
individuals and institutions desiring not only a “Safe Haven” for capital and net worth 
preservation but also as a source of sustained income on preserved capital not subject to 
the risk of another future economic crash. 

After years of allowing known individuals and institutions to participate in the Exchange’s 
operations that produce quarterly profits, IMX decided to open the exchange to invited 
participates by organizing the IMX Exchange administratively in London England in 
2020. London was chosen due to the historical influence the city has on the global gold 
market. London is the location of the London Metals Exchange (LME) the source for 
global gold pricing for physical gold. 

IMX Exchange participants have the option of placing designated funds in the Exchange 
for the purpose of capital preservation in physical gold bars as well as an additional source 
of income from the Exchange on preserved funds through the Exchange’s physical gold 
bar operations. 

IMX invites you to explore your options in not only the safety that physical gold has to 
offer but the source of sustained income in any global economic condition. Ask your IMX 
representative how to participate in the IMX Exchange and have piece of mind during the 
next global meltdown knowing your funds are protected and earning quarterly income 
from the only true asset of the Ancients, Gold.



  INTERCONTINENTAL METALS 
EXCHANGE LTD

71-75 Shelton Street
Covent Garden

London England
WC2H 9JQ

info@imxtrading.co.uk

imxtrading.co.uk


